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FIRST REPORT OF ADMINISTRATIVE ’ ORKÍNG PARTY CONSTITUTED BY THE
STANDING COMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATION ANP F U O E AT ITS SECOKB
MEETING?
Items 1, 2, B, 9, Ю and 11 o f the agenda (áocumcnts
EB7AF/2, EB7/AF/5, ЕВ7Др/?, EB7/AF/12, and EB7/51)

At the request of the CHAIRMAN, Mr. LINDSAY, Rapporteur of the

;

Administrative Forking P a r t y , introduced i t s report (document EB7/AF/12).
• There being no general observations, the Standing Committee agreed t o
consider the report section by section.
Organizational Structure and Administrative Efficiency (Section I )
(a)

Decentralization

Dr. van den BERG, commenting on a remark by the Chairman to the effect
that the report should contain some reference t o a future reduction i n
headquarters s t a f f i n r a t i o to increasing decentralization, said that care
should be taken to distinguish between the various departments at
headquarters.

I t wouldj for instanсо,have been necessary to increase

the present limited s t a f f i n the Department of Advisory Services but for the
successful development and satisfactory results of decentralization.

On the suggestion of Dr. BRADY, i t was agreed t o replace the words
" l o c a l s t a f f " i n the fourth l i n e of the l a s t paragraph on page 2 by "for
positions subject t o l o c a l recruitment".
Dr. DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, said the number of headquarters
s t a f f was stationary and that.no proposal had been made t o increase i t , even
although a c t i v i t i e s were on a larger scale.

Such a position was possible

only because of decentralization, the regional offices having assumed tasks
which i n other circumstances headquarters iTOulrl have had t o carry out.

l u

1

pago 4

He felt it wise that the Chairman had indicated that a reduction in staff
might be considorod "later o n ^ since for the time being it should bo regarded
as satisfactory that, in accordance with the wishes of the Executive Board,
headquarters staff had not been increased £
Furthermore, as had already been remarked b y
stressed that the task of 项 0

i n

van den Berg, it should be

the .field of permanent statutory activities

and medical activities of a worldwide nature would not be in any w a y decreased
by decentralization,

On the contrary, the latter might later on result in a

development of headquarters activities in the scientific and technical
fio丄d on a worldwide scale.:

M „ FOESSEL asked whether the ''decentralization of accounting records"
would not result in the regional offices being given financial autonomy, or
at any rate, result in an increase in accounting staff without a corresponding
decrease in headquarters staff.

M r c SJEGEL) secretary, in reply, directed attention to document EB7/AF/2,
Annex

1, setting forth the decentralization already achieved in the accounting

responsibility of the Organization.

The control of allotments and the keeping

of allotment- records, as well as many of the detailed accounting records,
had been completely decentralized, controls at headquarters being maintained
only for overall financial control and for the production of reports.
Additional accounting responsibility would be handed over as and when the
staff of regional offices became familiar with procedures and practices.
It was felt that regional offices should have all essential information at their
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programmes

without having to communicate with headquarters on such matters.
Dr. BRMT raised the question of principle entailed i n the arrangement
concluded between WHO and the Pan American Sanitary Bureau (document EB7/51)
concerning the appointment of senior s t a f f members of PASB.
The SECRETARY explained that the agreement referred t o was simply i n
order to ensure that the s t a f f members so appointed would be satisfactory t o
both organizations.

He added t h a t i t was hoped t o dele gate greater authority

i n regard to the appointment of s t a f f of the various regional, offices so soon
as there was a q u a l i f i e d trained officer i n those offices familiar with the
various contractual provisions of Г Б0 appointments.
On the suggestion of Dr. ВШГУ, i t was agreed to replace the words "the
provision of" i n the t h i r d l i n e of page 3.by "assistance in丨丨(co-ordination and
l i a i s o n services

....).

Mr. LINDSAY, reverting to the Chairman's suggestion that the report should
contain a reference to a proportionate reduction of headquarters s t a f f i n l i n e
with decentralization, suggested the following wording;

"Unless the a c t i v i t i e s

of the Organization greatly increase, t h i s decentralization should i n time
lead to a reduction i n headquarters s t a f f " .

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL said Mr. Lindsay's proposal was based on a
sound idea - the need t o consider the

relationship between s t a f f and

a c t i v i t i e s - but that i t had the defect of being drawn up i n a negativo form.
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decentralization should lead to a reduction in headquarters staff with respeet
to a given activity. Howe ver, this proportional reduction might turn into an
increase in absolute numbers in the event of activities considerably increasing,
A qualification of the idea of reduction was therefore necessary.

It should be

recognized that the increase in activities of the Organization financed from
extra-budgetary funds had a considerable impact on the work of headquarters staff.

M r . LI№ SAY then suggested an alternative wording as follcfwsi

"After a

given level of the activities of the Organization, this decentralization should
in time lead to a relative reduction of headquarters staff."
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL called attention to the necessity for an increase,
rather than a reduction, in certain activities at headquarters：

(1) to satisfy

the demands for greatly increased information on the activities of 1VH0 as well as
for reports about the evaluation of its work， (2) to offset the lack of public
information and ⑶

r

for liaison work, since the interests of H 0 were

undoubtedly adversely affected because the number of staff members was
i
insufficient to permit attendance at meetings of United Nations bodies and of
other specialized agencies for liaison purposes.
D r . van den BERG agreed that more attention should be paid to the problem
of representation at various meetings of the United Nations and specialized
agencies, bearing in mind the importance of liaison activities in connexion
with technical assistance.

The CHAIRMAN was of the opinion that,apart from the publication of
:

News Letter, the division of Public Information was competent to inform
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the public about ' r HOf s wcrke

Kev.

I

Since i t was impossible t o publicize a l l

activities, all that could be done was to continue to work steadily and await
final results.

M 。 FOESSEL feared that the present wording of the report (document
ЕВ7/АР/12^ page 2)s

!,

' The forking Party noted that complete authority has been

delegated to Regional "directors for the development and approval of projects
with countries"， might lead the regional offices t c dispute the right of
headquarters to approve their budget.
To avoid t h i s danger he suggested that the word "approval" be replaced by
"application^ c

•

The SECRETARY^ in reply, remarked that document EB7/AF/2 (Information
submit te ci by the

T

i r e ct or-Gene r a l to the Standing Committee on Administration

and Finance) clearly- showed" that the f i n a l authority for the execution of
regional projects lay with the ： irector-General^ who was alone responsible for
making the necessary allotments subject to the a v a i l a b i l i t y of funds.
T

On the suggestion of )r, RiiE^ seconded b y M r . R O S S M N , it was agreed to
! insert the following sentence at the end of section I (a) on page Зг

"As a

result of progressive decentralization in the future， the question of the size
of headqurrters staff should be kept continually under review."
(b)

Structure and aiminlstrative efficiency of headquarters)
no
)observations ••

(c)' Liaison activities 一 organization^ efficiency and cost )
(d)

Regional offices

The "Standing Committee agreed that document EB7/51 (Relations'with the
pan American Sanitary Bureau) should be attached as an annex to the first
report cf the Admini s t rat i ve Tr or kin g Party,

page 8

(e)

Level and composition of staff - 110 observations

(f)

Geographic distribution

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the tine had apparently cone to recognize that
geographic distribution was an ideal which could not be completely attained,
particularly taking into consideration the requirements of the technical assistance
programme.

(g)

Necessity for travel and the cost thereof

The CHAIRMAN, D r . L M S H M N A N , and D r . MANI could not altogether agree that
f

"the Organization would necessarily have increasing expenditures for travel as
a result of decentralization", since that duty, in their opinion, would in the
future devolve on regional offices.
The DIRECTOR-GELJERAL maintained that, in the interest of liaison activities,
it was essential for headquarters staff to remain longer in the regions visited
than had hitherto been the case.

Technical co-ordination - which was an essential

aspect of the Constitution and the only means of maintaining one independent
World Health Organization - depended on travel.
D r , van den BERG agreed with the Director4Jeneral about the need for regular
contact between headquarters and the regional offices in order to avoid a looselyknit federation of regional organizations.
On the suggestion of D r , RAE, the Standing Committee agreed that the sentence
under disousaion should be split into two, as follows:

"The Working Party was

informed by the Director-General that the Organization would necessarily have
increasing expenditures for travel as a result of decentralization.

More travel

•would be required if the Organization was to carry on a greatly expanded programme
with a very slightly expanded staff."
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Div SO PER, Regional .^irectcr, the Americas, felt very strongly that it was
essential that the personnel at headquarters should know the conditions in the
different regions and know the people and see them at work.
Staff Matters' (Section II)
(

a

) . 逆 s a l a r y ^

allowances and leave . systems

The CHAIRMAN thought thare was a contradiction in subsection (a).

On the

one hand it was suggested that changes should be made in the salary, allowances
and leave systems because they had been recommended by the General Assembly；
in the case of the %

differential however it was not considered necessary to

follow rigidly the United Nations system.

M r , LIN-SAY said that earlier in the debate, with another purpose in mind,
he had dravm attention to another report of the United Nations which said that
specialized agencies should not feel toe cl osely ЬошсЗ to the United Nations
in such matters.
At the suggestion of Mr, ROSEMAN it was agreed to add a new sub-heading (b)
after the resolution at the top of page %

reading

"Differential rate for

Geneva"•

Sir Aly SHOUSHA, Pasha.Regional Director,Eastern Mediterranean, said that
although the working party, when he had raised the question of cost of living
S U r V e y S

f

°

r t h e

r e

S

i o n a l

o f f i c e s

,

seemed to agree that they should be made,

there was no mention in the report tc that effect.

M r , LINDSAY thought the proposal had been accepted in principle, but the
rirector-General had pointed out that there was a standing : 驚

0

f the rates

in the different regions and that in most of them there was not the same
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difficulty asiinthe case of headquarters.
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL thought he had been misunderstood.

He felt that

.

there should also be a survey of other regions where a differential might or
might not be indicated. Matters would be simplified irom a personnel point of
view if rates for all regions could be put on a factual basis.
Replying to a question by M r . ROSEMAN, the SECRETARY said he had discussed
the question of the differential with M r . Byron Price during his present visit
to Geneva, and had informed him that if the Board adopted the draft resolution
regarding the differential for Geneva contained in the working party's report,
WHO would formally request the United Nations to undertake a survey in Geneva
within the next few months. M r . Price had not committed himself on the question
of date but had intimated that there would be no difficulty in making a survey
since the General Assembly had itself called for a survey of cost of living in
Geneva.
M

* V E S S E L , in order to relieve the Г-irector—General of responsibility,

proposed to replace the words 丨丨decisions taken" in the resolution on page 8

.

(regarding the change in the salary, allowance and leave systems) by "proposals
made".

The SECRETARY, although not disagreeing with the proposal, pointed out that
the Director-General had the authority to take decisions on the matters in
question but did not propose to put them into effect until the Board had concurred.
He quoted Staff Regulation 16.

The CHAIRMAN supported b y Mr. LINDSAY, said that although under the Staff
Regulations the Jirector-General clearly had the authority to alter salaries, he
had some doubts whether in the special case under consideration the Director-
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General should alter salaries which had already been fixed, especially since
specialized agencies were not obliged to follow the United Nations in such
matters.
M r . LIN" SAY pointed out that in the present case the “ire et or-General had
recommended action to the Executive Board， although he could have acted himself.
»

•

The drafting change proposed by iL Foessel was accepted.
v

Examination of 4ssembly Procedures and ocumentation (Section III)
•

•

The CHAIRMAN proposed that :the committee should consider documents EB7/AF/5，
(Procedure for Consideration of the Programme and Budget by the Fburth Yiorld
Health Assembly) and EB7/AF/7 (Procedures) concurrently with section П1 of the
working party's report•
r

M r . LIN SAY said that the words "three possible solutions" in line 4 (page
12 of document EB7/AF/12) should be "four possible solutions".
D r . van tien BERG indicated the four possible solutions which had been
discussed by the working party. • He said the committee should bear in mind that
the budget was a matter both for technical experts.алd for experts in financial
matters•
He himself did not favour solution (iv) because it would mean that joint
discussion would only take place in a sub-committee•

He felt that solution (iii)

the establishment of three main committees - was not desirable because there
would, in any case be an arVitional committee at the next Assembly, the special
committee on Sanitary Regulations•

It had been decided after the First 厂orld

Health Assembly to reduce the number of main committees anrl he felt it would be
undesirable to take a step backwards e

His main objection to solution (iii)

however was that it would take the question of the budget out of tho agenda of the
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Committee on Administration and Elnance‘

He did not like solution (i) because

there had been much dissatisfaction at the last Health Assembly with regard to
the work and a new system ought to be tried. There remained solution (ii) which
might prove satisfactory and which in his opinion should at any rate be tested at
the next Health Assembly*
T

r

-' • MACKENZIE considered that on the whole solution (i) was the best anH

simplest in the difficult anri complicated circumstances.

The Committee on

Programme ought to know as early as possible what ceiling had been fixed by the
Gommittee on Administration and Finance, after which, althou澳 it would be
useful for the Committee on Administration and Finance to sit in an advisory
capacity with the Committee on Programme, at some stage, the work was ‘ mainly a
matter for the Committee on Programme acting on advice from the " irector-General
concerning the ccst of the projects.
One of the difficulties felt at the Third Health Assembly, as he had explained
in document EB7/AF/5, was that the Committee on Programme was not fully aware of
the financial implications of its work. The Director-General alone knew that but
he was quite right in refusing to accept responsibility for policy.

If the

procedure in national governments were followed, the JUrector-General would listen
to the discussions and in the light thereof put forward his views as to the
possibility of carrying out the programme, giving alternative solutions where
necessary.

The Committee on Programme would then come to a ríe cisión.

Mr. ROSEMAN favoured solution (iv), although his reasons were the same as
those given by Lr. Mackenzie in support of solution (i).

van den Berg had

objected to solution (iv) because the financial experts would not attend all the
discussions. That was a problem with which all organizations were faced, but
basically programme and budget were identical. Moreover it must be remembered
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that delegates took part in the Health Assembly not as individuals but as
members of delegations and it should therefore be quite possible to arrange
for the financial experts to sit on the Committee on Programme as well as on
the Committee on Administration and Finance..
»

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the programme and budget for 1 9 5 1 had been
mainly produced in the regional, offices and by the countries themselves, and
that such would be increasingly the case in the future.•

Recommendations by the

Director-General for cutting down the budget had therefore become very much
more difficult.
Dr. MACKENZIE said that Health Assembly delegates were now familiar with
the procedure outlined in solution (i) and it would be difficult for those who
were not members of the Executive Board to understand the change and the
reasons therefor.

D r , BOIDE asked for information on how in practice the credits were
divided between the different regional offices and headquarters
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL replied that the regional committees in drawing up
their programme had worked on very tentative estimates of the sums that might
Ъе available.
be developed.

He felt that a system of evaluation of the relative needs should
The proposals had been made on the advice of the regional

directors, and the experts at headquarters and were based on their judgment as
to the aptitude of the countries, according to their level of development, to
benefit from the projects at the present time or in the future.

Certain

criteria had been laid down at the Third World Health Assembly and criteria
for priorities had been laid down by the Economic and Social Council at its
eleventh eession (see document EB7/31, p . 3).
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M r . ROSEMÀN, putting forward another argument in favour of solution
(iv), considered that it was very desirable that the responsibility for
defending the programme and the estimates of the money required to carry it
out should be borne by the chief delegate of each country.

That would be

the case under solution (iv).

Dr

* BERNARD recalled that the working party had found on the one

hand that the procedure in force during recent Health Assemblies had not
given satisfaction, and on the other hand that the Health Assembly procedure
should be changed as little as possible.

.

These two findings could be reconciled by bearing in mind a firm proposal
by the Director-General (document EB7/AF/7, page 2). The committee might
consequently adopt a solution according to which future procedure would be
largely the same as heretofore, except that the joint meeting of the
Committee .on Programme and the Committee on Administration and îlnance would
set up a limited working party which, would thoroughly study, in. close and
constant liaison with the Director-General and the directors of the
regional offices, how the budget should be built up.

D r . van den BERG having accepted Dr. Bernard's proposal, Mr. LINDSAY
accepted it on behalf of. the other members of the working p a r t y . ,

D r , BRADT feared that the same difficulty as had been experienced at the
last Health Assembly would recur, namely that there might not be a close
enough link between consideration of programme and budget.
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The CHAIRMAN felt that the discussions on the programme were not likely to
be very lengthy^ as it would have been previously discussed by the Executive
Board. The important thing was to avoid proposing a very large programme for
which insufficient funds were available. He stressed the importance of the point
raised by the Director—General regarding.increased decentralization and
budgetary requirements for regional progranimos. The regional committees would
support the programmes submitted by the regional directors to the DirectorGeneral»

But the Board was not obliged to accept their proposals.

It was agreed that the Rapporteur, Dr. Brady， would 5 with the assistance of
M r . Lindsay， incorporate the draft resolution proposed by the Director-General
T

in document EB7/AF/7) page 3， into the committee s report.
D r . BERNARD suggested adding between paragraphs 2 and 3 of that
resolution, paragraph 3 of the resolution of the Third World Health Assembly
quoted on page 1 of the document EB7/AF/7.
After a short discussion it was agreed to recommend to the Executive Board
that the Board should be represented by two of its members at the Fourth World
Health Assembly，as that procedure, had been found useful at the previous Assembly,
The CHAIRMAN invited M r . Calderwood (a member of the Legal Sub-Committee of
the Expert Committee on International Epidemiology and Quarantine) to comment
1

on paragraph (c), page 13，of the working party s report•
M r . CALDERWOOD suggested redrafting the last sentone�of the paragraph to
,!

read, It is desirable that the report", instead of "It was essential

11

. The

aim in arranging for the committee on Sanitary Regulations to meet before the
Health Assembly was that it should have time to complete its work before the end
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of the Assembly, and he felt uncertain that it could complete its work in four
weeks.

Dr» MACKENZIE felt that four weeks was a reasonable tine。

Experts on .

matters other than health irould have to be brought to Geneva for the couirdttee and
it was not desirable that they should have to stay throughout the Health Assembly,
Moreover snail delegations could not cope both with the Health Assembly and the
committee at the same tine.
Dr a van den BERG strongly supported D r . Mackenzie‘s views..

He stressed that

it should be nade clear to the connittee that not only its work but its report
must be completed before the beginning of the Assembly.

Otherwise the whole

matter night have to be deferred until the Fifth Health Assembly.
Mr,

CALDERWOOD,

while agreeing in principle, reminded the coEnnittee that as a

compromise between those tdio thought the work would take six weeks and those who
thought it could be done during the Assembly, it had been decided to set up a
special comaittee which,if it could not complete its work in tine，would be able to
cûii^ibte it during the Assembly.
should be adopted.

The important thing ivas that the regulations

He was not so optimistic as D r . Mackenzie and thought there

was likely to be considerable discussion,

Dr„ MACKENZIE agreed that there would be reservations, but he did not think
they would be solved by discussion.

On the other hand the general principles

would, he thought, be accepted without much discussion.
The CHAIRMAN also thought four weeks should be sufficient time.
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M

It was agreed that the words It is highly desirable", should be
substituted for the words, "It was essential".
On the suggestion of Dr. van den BERG, it was agreed that the terms of
reference of the special committee should make it quite clear that its report
must be completed by the beginning of the Fourth Health Assembly,
The CHAIRMAN declared the report approved as amended•
The meeting rose at 4,45
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FIRST REPORT OP: !ñDMINISERATIVE"WORKING PARTY.CONSTITUTED BY THE
STANDING COMMITTEE ON iffiMINISTRATION AND FINANCE ЛТ ITS MEETING HELD
ON 8 «tANÜARY 1951s
Itenë 1, 2，8，: 9，10 and .11 of .the agenda
(Docunents EB7/AF/5, EB7/AF/7 and EB7/51)

At the request of the Chairman., Mr. LINDSAY, Rapporteur of the Adiainistrative
Working Party, introduced the report (docxinent EB7/AF/12).
There being no general observations, the Standing Committee agreed to consider
the report (ЕВ7ДРД2) section by section.

.

1, . ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND ADMINISTRATIVE EFFICIENCY"
•• -

(a)

•

:

•

...

Decentralization
1

•

D r . van den BERG, commenting on a remark by the Chairman to the effect that
the .report should contain some reference to a future reduction in headquarters
,

.

•,

*

.staff, in ratio to increasing decentralization, said that care should be taken to
distinguish between the various departments at headquarters.

It would, for

instance, have been necessary to increase the present liinited staff in the
Department of Advisory Services but for the successful development and satisfactory
results of decentralization^
On the suggestion of D r . BRADY, it was agreed to replace the' "words "local
staff" in the fourth line of the last paragraph on page 2 by "for positions subject
to local recruitment".
D r , DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, said the number of headquarters staff
was stationary and that no proposal had been made, to increase it，even although
activities were on a larger scale.

Such a position was possible only because

EB7/AF/Min/6
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‘

of decentralization, the regional offices having assumed tasks which in other
circumstances hèadqùarters would hare had to carry out..
He felt it wise ' that the Chairman had indicated that., a reduction in staff
,r

might be considered "later on , since for the. tine being it should be regarded as
satisfactory that, in accordance m t h the wishes of the Executive Board,
headquarters staff had not been i n c r e a s e d . . . .

.

:

Furthermore, as had already been remarked by Dr* van den Berg,-..it should be
stressed that the task of TOO in the field-of.permanent statutory activities and
medical activities of a worldwide nature'would not be in.anyway decreased bydecentralization.

On the contrary, the latter might later on result in a

development of headquarters activities in the scientific and technical field on
a worldwide scale.

FOESSEL asked whether the "decentralization of accounting records" would
r

. - ' '

‘

：

not result in the regional offices being given financial autonony, or at any rate,
‘ •

‘

“

•

•

‘

,

.

.

.

.....

.

.

.

.

result in an increase in accounting staff without a corresponding decrease in
•

•

*

headquarters staff.

'.

• . . .

•

'

The SECRETiffiY, in reply, directed attention to' document EB7/AF/2,, Annex
setting forth the decentralization already achieved, in the aocounting responsibility
of the Organization.
• ‘

：•.

.,

The control of allotments and tho keeping of allotment ..
'

, ,.

..

.

records as well as many of the detailed accounting records had been completely
decentralized, control^ at headquarters being maintained only for overall financial
control and for the production of reports,

Additional accounting responsibility

would be handed over as and when the staffs of- regional offices became familiar
iflilth procedures and practices,

.It was felt that regional offices should have all
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essential information at their disposal to enable them to administer and develop
their own programmes without having to communicate m t h headquarters on such
natters•
Dr. BRADY raised the question of principle entailed in the arrangement
concluded between WHO and the Pan jlmerican Sanitary Bureau (EB7/51) concerning
the appointment of senior staff members of PASB.
The SECRETARY explained that the agreement referred to was simply in order to
ensure that the staff members so appointed would be satisfactory to both
organizations•

He added that it was hoped to delegate greater authority in

regard to the appointment of staff of the various regional offices so soon as
there was a qualified trained officer in those offices familiar m t h the various
contractual provisions of WHO appointments•
On the suggestion of Dr. BRADI^ it was agreed to replace the words "the
provision of" in the third line on page 3 by "assistance in" (co-ordination and
liaison services ••••)•
1

Mr # LINDSAY, reverting to the Chairman s suggestion that the report should
contain a reference to a proportionate reduction of headquarters staff in line m t h
decentralization, suggested the following wording;

"Unless the activities of the

Organization greatly increase, this decentralization should in time lead to a
induction in headquarters staff".
1

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL said Mr. Lindsay s proposal was based on a sound
idea - the need to consider the relationship between staff and activities - but
that it had the defect of being drami up in a negative form.

Decentralization
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might lead to a reduction in headquarters staff ivith respect to a given activity.
However， this proportional reduction might turn into an increase in absolute
numbers in the event of activities considerably increasing.
the idea of reduction was therefore necessaiy.

A qualification of

It should be recognized that the

increase in activities of the Organization financed from extra-budgetary funds
had a considerable impact on the work of headquarters staff.
Mr. LINDSAY then suggested an alternative wording as follows:

11

After a given

level of the activities of the Organization^ this decentralization should in time
lead to a relative reduction of headquarters staff."
The DIRECTOR—GENERAL called attention to the necessity for an increase, rather
than a reduction, in certain activities at headquarters；

(1) to satisfy the

demands for greatly -increased information on the activities of WHO as well as for
reports about the .evaluation of its work，（2) to offset the lack of public
information and ⑶

liaison work, since the interests of TOO wère undoubtedly
.*

adversely affected because the number of staff members was insufficient to permit
attendance at meetings of UN bodies and of other specialized agencies for liaison
purposes.
Dr. van den BERG agreed that more attention should be paid to the problem of
representation at various meetings of United Nations and specialized agencies,
‘

•

.

•

bearing in mind the importance of liaison activities in connexion with technical
assistance.
The CHAIRMAN was of the opinion that, apart from the publication of
the News Letter, the Division of Public Information

.
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was competent to inform the public about ftHO's work.

Since it was impossible to

publicize all activities, all that could be done was to continue to work steadily
and await final results.

-

M . FOESSEL feared that the present wording of the report (EB7/i\F/l2, page 2),
"The Working Party noted that complete authority has been delegated to Regional
Directors for the development and approval of projects with countries", inight
lead the regional offices to dispute the right of headquarters to approve their
budget.
To avoid this danger he suggested that the m>rd "approval" be replaced by
"application".

.•

The SECRETARY^ In герЛ^уу .

showed that

th.e final authority for the execution of regional projects lay with the DirecborGeneral/Who was alone responsible for making the necessary allotments subject to
the availability of funds.
On the suggestion of Dr a RAE, seconded by Mr. ROSEMAN, it was agreed to insert
the following sentence at the end of section I (a) on page 3:

"As a result of

progressive decentralization in the' future, the question of the size of
headquarters staff should be kept continually under review."

• (b)
(c)

Structure and administrative efficiency of H.eadguarters)
. . . .
:
" '
) n o observations.
Liaison Activities - organization, efficiency and cost )

(d)

Regional Offices

.

*

The Standing Committee agreed that document EB7/51 (Relations with PASB) should
be attached as an annex to the first report of the Administrative Working Party.
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(e)

Level and conposition of staff - no observations

(f)

Geographic distribution

Tbe CHAIRMAN pointed out that the tine had apparently соие to recognize that
geographic distribution was an ideal which could not be completely attained,
particularly taking into consideration the requirements of the technioal assistance
programme.

(g)

Necessity for travel and the cost thereof

The C M Ï R M A N , D r . LAKSHMANAN, and Dr. MANI could not altogether agree that
t

"the Organization would necessarily have increasing expenditures for travel as
a result of decentralization", since that duty, in their opinion, would in the
future devolve on regional offices.
.

�

• •

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL maintained that, in the interest of liaison activities,
it was essential for headquarters staff to remain longer in the regions visited
than had hitherto been the case.

Technical co-ordination - which was an essential

aspect of the Constitution and the only means of maintaining one independent
World Health Organization - depended on travel,

‘

Dr» van den.BERG agreed with the DirectoiMleneral about the need for regular
contact between headquarters and the regional offices in order to avoid a looselyknit federation of regional organizations.
On the suggestion of Dr. RAE, the Standing Committee agreed that the sentence
under discussion should be split into two, as follows:

"The. Working Party was

informed by the Director-General that the Organization would necessarily have
increasing expenditures for travel as a result of decentralization,

More travel

•would be required if the Organization was to carry on a greatly expanded, progranme
with a very slightly expanded staff."
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D r , SOPER, Regional Director^ the Americas^ felt very strongly that it was
essential that tho personnel at headquarters should know the conditions in the
different regions and know the people and see then at work.
II.

STAFF MATTERS

(a)

Changes in s alaryA allowances and leave systems
The CHAIRMAN thought there was a contradiction in section (a).

On the one

hand it was suggested that changes should be made in the salary, allowances and
leave systems because they had been recommended by the General As sembly 5 in the
case of the %

differential however it was not considered necessary to follow

rigidly the United Nations system»

Mr • LINDSAY said that he had had another purpose in mind in drifting the
eeotion, but earlier in the debate he had drawn attention to another report of the
United Nations "which said that specialized agencies should not feel too closely
bound to the United Nations in such matters.
At the suggestion of Mr, ROSEMAN it was agreed to add a new sub-heading (b)
after the resolution on page 9 reading, "Differential rate for Geneva".
Sir Aly SHOUSHA, Pasha, Regional Director, Eastern Mediterr^eah, said that
although the working party, "when he had raised the question of cost of living
surveys for the regional offices, had seemed to agree that they should be made,
there was no mention in the report to that effect •
M14 LINDSAY thought the proposal had been accepted in principle 3 but the
Director-General had pointed out that there was a standing review of the rates
in the different regions and that in most of then there was not the same difficulty
as in the case of headquarters.
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.The DIRECTOR-GENERAL thought he had been misunderstood.

He felt that there

shouiá also be a survey of other regions where a differential night or sight not
be indicated*

Matters would be simplified' fron a personnel point of view if

rates for all regions could be put on a factual basis.
. . . . . . .

Replying to a question by M r , R O S E M N , the SECRETARY said he had' discussed
the question of the differential with Mr. Byron Price during his present visit to
Geneva, and had informed him that if the Board adopted the resolution on pages 9
and 10, VfflO would formally request tho United Nations to undertake a survey in
Geneva M thin the next few months.

Mr. Price had not committed himself on the

question of date but had intinated that there would be no difficulty in making
a

survey since the General Assembly had itself called for' a survey of cost of

living in Geneva.

M . FOESSEL,- in order to relieve the Director-General of .responsibility,
proposed to replace the words "decisions token" in the resolution on.page 8 by
"proposals made.'.! * •

. . .

The SECRETARY，although riot disagreeing with the proposal, pointed out that
.•

the Director-General had the authority to take the matters in question but did not
•

'

.

.

•

propose to put them into effect until the Board had- concurred.

‘

He quoted

Staff Regulation 16.
.

• *

.
•.

-

* '

•

•

The CHAIRMAN supported by Mr. LINDSAY, said that although under the Staff

‘

Regulations the Director-General clearly had .the áuthority to alter salaries, he
had some doubts whether in the special case under consideration the Director-General
•

：

»•

should alter salaries which had already been fixed, especially since specialized
agencies were not obliged to follow tho United Nations in such matters.

’
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Mr. LINDSAY pointed out that in the present case the Director-General had
recomended action by the Executive Board.
The drafting change proposed by M . Foessel was accepted.
III.

EXAMINATION OF ASSEMBLY PROCEDURES AND DOCUMENTATION
The CHAIRMN proposed that the committee should consider documents EB7/AF/5,

"Procedure for Consideration of the Programe and Budget by the Fourth World Health
Assembly", and EB7/AF/7, "Procedures", concurrently with section III of the
working party's report.
Mr. LINDSAY said that the words "three possible solutions" in line 4
(page 12 of EB7/AF/12) should be "four possible solutions".
Dr. van den BERG indicated the four possible solutions which had been
discussed by the irorking party.

He said the comnittee should bear in mind that

the budget was a matter both for technical experts and for experts in financial
matters•
He himself did not favour solution (iv) because it would mean that joint
discussion would only take place in a sub-committee.

He felt that solution (iii)-

the establishment of three main committees - was not desirable because there would
i n

any case be an additional committee at the next AssembOy, the Special Committee

on Quarantine Regulations.

It had been decided after the first Health Assembly

to reduce the number of main committees and he felt it -would be undesirable to
"bake a step backwards»

His main objection to solution (iii) however was that it

would take the question of the budget out of the agenda of the Committee on
Administration and Finance.

He did not like solution (i) because there had been
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nuch dissatisfaction at the lasb Health Assonbly with regard to the work and a new
system ought to be tried, . There remained solnticn (ii.) which inight prove
satisfactory and which in his opinion should at any raie bo tested at the next
Health Assembly,

D r , M C K E N Z I E considered that on the ^hole. solution (i) was the best and
simplest in tho difficult and complicated circunstances,

The Committee o n

P r o g r a m e ought to know as early as possible what ceiling had been fixed by the
CoHiaittee on Aclr.iinistration and Finance after which) although it would be useful
for the Comiti'oe on Adninistrabion and Finance to sit. in an adv3 sory capacity
-

with the Conni ''^oe on P r o g r a m e at some stage the work was mainly a matter for the
Ooimifctee on P r o g r a m o acting on advice from tho Director-GencraL concerning the
cost of the projects»

•

One of the difficulties felt at the last Health Asserably, as he had explained
• •

•

•

in document EB7/AF/5, was that the Committee on Programme wç.s not fully aware of
•

.

.

.

.

.

the financial implications of its work.

.

.

The Director-General alone knew that

but he was qult¿ right in refusing to accept responsibility for policy,

If the

procedure in national governments were followed 3 the Director-Générai would listen
to the discussions in the light thereof put forward his vxews as to the
possibility of carrying out the programme, giving alternative solutions where
necessary.

The Committee on Programme -vrould then come to a decision,

Mr. R0SEMÜN favoured solution (iv), although his reasons were the same as
t.hose given by D r , Mackenzie in support of. solution (i)。

:

Dr> -an den B'erg' had

objected to solution (iv) because the financial experts would not attend all the
discussions t
basically

That was a problem M t h 吡ich a],i crganj.zat-ions т/.зге f¿ced, but
, a n d ^udget were identical.

Moreover it must be remembered
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that delegates took part in the Assembly not as individuals but as members of
delegations аи4 it should therefore

quite possible to arrange for the financial

experts to . sit on thô Coinrii'tteé on- Programe as well as on the Committee on
Administration and： F i n a n c e . -

‘

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the programe and budget for 1951 had been
raainly produced in the regional -offices and by the countries themselves, and that
such would -be increasingly the case in the future.

.Recommendations by the

Director-General for cutting dovm the•budget had therefore become very much more
difficult.

•

......

•

•

D14 MACKENZIE said that Health Assembly delegates
»

'' •

.

•

.

now familiar with the

were
‘

. > •

~

procedure outlined in solution (i) and it would be difficult for those who were
•

•

.

•

••

.

.

•

-

•

'

.

not members of the Executive Board to understand the change and the reasons
therefor.
. D r . .BOIDE asked for information 011 how in practice the 'credits were divided
between the different regional offices and headquarters.
The DIRECTOR-GE,NERAL replied that the regional committees in drawing up their
programme had irorked on very tentative estimates of the suns that might be
available.

He felt that s system of evaluation of the relative needs should be

developed.

The proposals had been made on the advice of the regional directors,

••

‘ »

. . . . . ：

“

••‘

‘
‘

and the experts at headquarters were based on their judgment, as to. the aptitude
of the countries according to their level of development to benefit from the
projects at the present time or in the future.
d o 7 m

a t

t h e

Certain criteria had been laid

Third World Health Assembly and criteria for priorities had been laid

.
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doim by the Economic and Social Council at its Eleventh Session (document
EB7/31, P.3).
Mr. ROSEMAN, putting forward another argument in favour of solution (iv),
considered that it was very desirable that the responsibility for defending the
programme and the estimates of the money required to carry it out should be borne
by the chief delegate of each country.

That would be the case under solution (iv).

Dr. BERNARD recalled that the working party had found on the one hand that the
procedure in force during recent Health Assemblies had not given satisfaction,
and on the other hand that the Health Assembly procedure should be changed as
little as possible»
These two findings could be reconciled by bearing in mind a definite proposal
by the Director-General (EB7/AF/7, page 2).

The comaittee might consequently

adopt a solution according to which future procedure would be largely the sane as
heretofore.

In brief, the joint meeting of the Connittee on Prograrame and the

Committee on Administration and Finance would set up a limited irorking party which
would thoroughly study, in close and constant liaison with the Director-General
and the directors of the regional offices, how the budget should be determined.
Dr. van den BERG having accepted.Dr„ Bernard's proposal, Mr. LINDSAY accepted
it on behalf of thé other members of the working party,
D r . BRADY feared that the saiie difficulty as had been experienced at the
last Health Assembly -vrould recur,, namely that there might not be a close enough
link between consideration of programme and budget
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The CHAIRMAN felt that the discussions on the programme were not likely to
be very lengthy，as it "would have been previously discussed by the Executive Board.
The important thing was to avoid proposing a very large programme for i/diich
insufficient'funds were available.

He stressed the importance of the point

raised by the Director-General regarding increased decentralization and budgetary
requirements for regional programmes.

The regional committees would support the

programmes submitted by the regional directors to'the Director-General.

But the

Board was not obliged to accept their proposals.
*

It was agreed that the Rapporteur^ D r e Brady, would with the assistance of
Mr. Lindsay^ incorporate the draft resolution proposed by the Director-General in
f

document EB7/AF/7，page 3，into the committee s réport•
Dr e BERNARD suggested adding between paragraphs 2 and 3 of that resolution,
paragraph 3 of the resolution of the Third General Assembly quoted on page 1 of
the same document.

.

After a short discussion it was agreed to recommend to the Executive Board
that the Board should be represented by two of Its members at the Fourth World
«

Health Assembly, as that procedure had been found useful at the previous Assembly.
»

The CHAIRMAN invited Mr。 Calderwood (a member of the Legal Sub-Committee of
the Expert Committee on International Epidemiology and Quarantine) to comment
on paragraph (c), page 13^ of the working party丨s'reports
Mr e CAIDERWOOD suggested redrafting the last sentence of the paragraph to
read, "It is desirable that the report" } instead of "It is essential…"•

The

aim in arranging for the Committee on Sanitary Regulations to meet before the
Health Assembly was that it should have time to complete its work before the end
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of the Assembly, and he felt uncertain that it could complete its ж>гк in four
weeks.
D r , MACKENZIE felt that four weeks was a reasonable time.

Experts on

matters other than health ivould have to be brought to Geneva for the comriittee and
it was not desirable that they should have to stay throughout the Health Assembly.
Moreover snail delegations could not cope both with the Health Assembly and the
conmittee at the sane tine.
Dr, van den BERG strongly supported Dr. Mackenzie's views.

He stressed that

it should be made clear to the committee that not only its work but its report
m s t be completed before the beginning of the Assembly.

Otherwise the whole

matter might have to be deferred until the Fifth Health Assembly.
Mr, CAEDERWOOD, while agreeing in principle, reminded the coranittee that as a
compromise between those Mio thought the work would take six weeks and those who .
thought it could be done during the Assembly, It had been decided to set up a
special comnittee which if it could not complete its work in time would be able to
complete it during the Assembly,
should be adopted.

The iirÇ»ortant thing was that the regulations

He was not so optimistic as Dr* Mackenzie and thought there

wap likely to be considerable di seatssion,

Dr* MACKENZIE agreed that there would be reservations, but he did not think
they would be solved by discussion.

On the other hand the general principles

•would， he thought, be accepted without much diâcussion.
.

.

t

•

‘

The CHâlRMN also thought four weeks should be sufficient time.

‘
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It was agreed that the words "It is highly desirable", should be substituted
for the words, "It is essential".
On the suggestion of Dr. van. den BERG, it was agreed that the terns of
reference of the special committee should make it quite clear that its report
must be completed by the beginning of the Fourth Health Assembly.
The GHAIRMN declared the report approved as amended.
The meeting rose at 4.45 p.m.

